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WELCOME

f e s t i v a l

It is hard to believe Picture this…film festival is already ten years old. We have
cut our baby teeth and gone through the various stages of finding our legs,
taking our first steps and ending up running a marathon. What an incredible
journey it has been! Here we are, ten years later, with an international
reputation, many friends and collaborators from around the world and a
fantastic archive of disability film that is an incredible resource in anyone’s book.

A very big ‘thank you’ to all of our funders, sponsors, volunteers, jury members,
advisory board members and festival friends who have worked side-by-side
with us to make it this far. A big ‘thank you’ also must go to all the filmmakers
without whose wonderful work and vision there would be no festival. The films
have come in all sorts of topics, lengths and genres, factual and dramatic,
animated and computer generated, but in they came. All mixed together, they
form the backbone of Picture this…film festival, whose home is in Calgary,
Alberta, Canada.

It is with great pride that we celebrate this year’s accomplishments. After the
gala awards evening and the main festival in February, we will continue to

ptff.org
@
celebrate throughout the year as Picture this…on the road goes to both old and
new venues, taking films and the stories they hold near and far.

Festival Director, Picture this...film festival

Sheryl Lenthall
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Location:
Albert Park, Radisson Heights
Community Association
1310 - 28 St. S.E., Calgary, AB
Parking: Parking is free.
By Bus or Train: Bus No. 1: get off at
28th St. (on 17 Ave.); go north on 28 St.
By C-train: Route 202 McKnightWestwinds/City Centre: get off at
Franklin Station; go south on 28 St.
Picture this...film festival is a part of the
Community Development team of the
Calgary SCOPE Society.
Picture this...film festival mission
Picture this...film festival, Canada’s first
international
disability
film
festival,
celebrates films by and/or about people
with disabilities.
Picture this...film festival is a year-round
program that:
· Attracts films by and/or about people
with disabilities to our major annual
festival and numerous other events.
· Stimulates the voices of disability
communities by creating a venue for
people with disabilities to tell their stories.
· Educates the broader community about
the lives of people with disabilities and
the contributions of disabled citizens.
The team at Picture this...film festival is
dedicated to making the festival a great,
must-attend, annual event in Calgary. The
work behind the scenes goes on for the
whole year, culminating in the fabulous
Awards Gala Night and festival. As soon as
one festival ends, work on the next one
begins.
Picture this...film festival on the road
Picture this...film festival has always been
an exhibition festival, which means it goes
“on the road.” The main festival is held each
year in February in Calgary, Alberta,
Canada. This is where films entered into
the festival get debuted; shown for the first
time under the Picture this...film festival
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ABOUT

Admission:
Adult One-Day Pass……….…….$10.00
Adult Festival Pass…..….….…....$25.00
Students, seniors and those on low
income support programs..............$7.50
Children under 16…………….……$5.00

Festival Hours:
Monday February 14th, 6pm-9:30pm
Tuesday February 15th, 10am-9:30pm
Wednesday February 16th,10am-9:30pm
Thursday February 17th, 10am-9:30pm
Friday February 18th, 10am-4pm
The video library will be open during
festival hours.

Popcorn is ALWAYS FREE!

name. Once the main festival is over,
Picture this...film festival goes on the road.
The name ‘Picture this...on the road’ is
used to differentiate the main festival from
the exhibition part of the festival. Picture
this...on the road travels with a selection of
films from the festival’s entries all over
Alberta, out of province and occasionally to
other countries. As the reputation of Picture
this...film festival increases, so does the
demand for it to travel to more and more
locations and thereby reaching many more
people.
To book Picture this...on the road to come
to your area, please contact us at 403-7175610 or director@ptff.org.
Judging criteria
The jury panel is made up of a broad range
of individuals from the community, with a
wide range of skills, knowledge, expertise
and perspectives.
They also give up a large amount of their
time to preview, make notes and finally
judge each film.
As part of the process, each jury member
uses a scoring form to appraise each film.
Some areas the jury panels consider are:
overall impression, creativity, editing and
technical aspects.
Eligibility of films and awards are all at the
discretion of the jury in consultation with the
festival director.

Awards and categories
Each award winner receives an etched
award. Honourable mention recipients
receive an award plaque.
The categories are:
Documentary
Drama
Education
Animation
Performance
TRT (Total Running Time) categories
(where applicable):
Under 10 minutes
10 to 30 minutes
30 to 60 minutes
Over 60 minutes
Contact information
Calgary SCOPE Society
#211, 2323-32nd Avenue N.E.
Calgary, AB, Canada, T2E 6Z3
Tel: 403-509-0200
Fax: 403-291-4087
Director, Picture this...film festival
Sheryl Lenthall
Tel:403-717-5610
Email: director@ptff.org
Director, Community Development
Denise Young
Tel: 403-717-5613
Email: denisey@calgaryscope.org
Executive Director
Ryan Geake
Tel: 403-717-5616
Email: ryang@calgaryscope.org

2011 Picture this...film festival

Welcome everyone to our 10th annual Picture

this…film festival! It has been my honour and my
pleasure to be involved with the festival since its
inception—truly “A decade of making a
difference!” This journey started with a few folks
at SCOPE making some films and wanting to
show them to others. It has evolved into an
established festival with an international
reputation and a long history of success.
We hold the festival for a number of reasons.
First, we want to create a place where people
with disabilities can tell their stories. Second, we
want to set up a forum for everyone to learn more
about disability… what disabilities exist, how they
affect the lives of people with disabilities, how
people with disabilities and non-disabled people
can work together, etc. We want people to be
able to learn, grow and feel stronger by being
able to share their stories. We want to increase
knowledge and change attitudes among people
who live in our communities. The festival, and
numerous mini-festivals and presentations
throughout the year, have certainly done both. I
must confess, though, that my favourite thing we
have done with the festival, and the sharing of
powerful stories, is to make safe spaces (real and
virtual) where people with disabilities can come
together and create community. Every year we
ask people to give us feedback on the festival.
Two of the responses to the question, “What did
you like about the festival?” really jumped out at
me last year.
“Not feeling like I am not the only one that feels
this way at times.”
“I liked seeing other people that look like me.”
The sense of feeling “like” others, of sharing
stories and learning from each other, of meeting
people and making long-term connections locally,
nationally and internationally, of being part of a
bigger community—these things really represent
“A decade of making a difference!”
Denise Young
Director of Community Development
Calgary SCOPE Society

www.ptff.org
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This year, neither recovery from malaria nor a fifteen-hour flight delay out of
Saskatoon Airport could deter the jury from attending the Picture this...film festival
adjudication weekend. And our efforts were well rewarded! Popcorn and opinions
were flying as we debated the varied submissions for 2011.
This year’s Best of Festival, “Leave them laughing”, is a documentary about Carla
Zilbersmith’s heart-wrenching end-of-life journey with Lou Gehrig’s disease. The
audience simultaneously laughs in the aisles and swallows back tears as this
singer, actress and comedienne bears her soul to the camera in what can only be
described as her best performance.
“Mothersbane”, winner of the 10-30 minute documentary, explores the filmmaker’s
ambivalent relationship to his mother’s physical disabilities. In this film, the
juxtaposition of young and old with abled and disabled is complex. Archival
movies of childhood are shown alongside cleverly shot cyborg-like paraphernalia,
such as splints and crutches, to reveal the filmmaker’s shift from carefree child to
caregiver of his mother.
We were in awe of the precision and perfectionism in “My dream”, a performance
piece about the China Disabled People’s Dance Troup which shatters stereotypes
about persons with disabilities. The cinematography in “My tomorrow” (“Mawa
Langa”) is also worthy of note. This multi-faceted film explores young love, peer
pressure, education on HIV/AIDS, and more importantly, transformational change
from within a community. Not to be forgotten are those films that reveal the
struggle with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder in post war veterans.
This year, both low and high budget films share a common thread: they
demonstrate resilience and self-determination of persons with disabilities.
Whether racing to the South Pole (“Blind man walking”), looking for work
(“Boundless”), or pushing shopping carts (“Bernardino”) persons with disabilities
want to be accepted for their skills and accomplishments, never mind how small
these might be. More than anything else, they want to choose how to live life.
Welcome to the movies!
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2011 Picture this...film festival

www.ptff.org
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Congratulations to all those who received awards and
honourable mentions, and to all those who submitted
their work to our festival.

BEST OF
FESTIVAL

DODIE SPITTAL
AWARD

Leave them
laughing

6

The voice of
650 million
times one

Jury comments:

Jury comments:

“…informed
while
entertained…great
energy…funny
…touching…a winner…good variety of techniques to tell this
story…amazing film…uplifting while dealing with death…very
creative…excellent portrayal of ALS, family and
self…inspired…”

“…incredible people with disabilities who self-advocate and
educate…good documentary…information on three regions
of the world…good shots…story of human courage…
interesting frames…very interesting style of filming…good
depiction of issues and disabilities…very high quality
filming…excellent subtitles…terrific...”

2011 Picture this...film festival

MOTHERSBANE
Award
Documentary 10 - 30 minutes

BERNARDINO
Honourable Mention
Documentary 10 - 30 minutes

Jury comments:

Jury comments:

"…really like the approach the filmmaker took on this topic…
excellent juxtaposition of young and old, abled and disabled…
a strong script that is a powerful journey…a good strong
film…strikes a chord…poetic narration…"

“…hopeful and positive about self-worth…he lives his life his
way…an important message in this movie…interesting story
of a life…powerful…beautiful documentary…a tribute to a
determined man…a lovingly made movie…”

LEAVE THEM LAUGHING

BEING UNDER WATER

Award
Documentary over 30 minutes

Honourable Mention
Documentary over 30 minutes

Jury comments:

Jury comments:

“…informed while entertained…great energy…funny…
touching…a winner…good variety of techniques to tell this
story…amazing film…uplifting while dealing with death…very
creative…excellent portrayal of ALS, family and self…
inspired…”

“…showed the importance of support network…wonderful
communication between mother and son…excellent…all
aspects of the film well done…nice energy…good subtitles…
held my attention…I was gripped throughout…”

www.ptff.org
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HOW MUCH LOVE
Honourable Mention
Documentary over 30 minutes

Honourable Mention
Drama under 10 minutes

Jury comments:

Jury comments:

“…honest and moving…informed and motivated…lots of
connection to the audience…story moves well…very touching
story…natural shots…three stories about this family woven
together…excellent…”

“…very creative approach…very entertaining…cute and
humourous…cleverly done in silent film tradition…interesting
use of sound and music…nice uplifting movie…good
production…easy to follow story…I love this movie…they
must have had fun making it…”

BOUNDLESS

DEAF LIFE

Award
Drama 10 - 30 minutes
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THE PIANO

Honourable Mention
Drama 10 - 30 minutes

Jury comments:

Jury comments:

“…good camera work…well done and easy to
understand…depth to story…strong, high production
quality…excellent editing…very entertaining…good use of
humour…good cinematography…it worked very well…”

“…has unexpected twist…good acting…funny and very
creative…great abilities of one actor…good production…
funny, entertaining and engaging…cleverly done…tells a
familiar story but with a clever twist and in an unusual way…”

2011 Picture this...film festival

DOUBLY VULNERABLE
Honourable Mention
Drama 10 - 30 minutes

MY TOMORROW
(MAWA LANGA)
Award
Drama over 30 minutes

Jury comments:

Jury comments:

“…a good film to show…film moves well…captivating story…
powerful
topic…important
topic…excellent
filming…
informative…well done documentary style drama…good to
have a film that confronts abuse head on…”

“…powerful realistic story…true to life…nice music
throughout…every aspect of this film is well done…
exceptional…educational and inspiring drama…lots of
themes…strong cinematography…touching and hope
inspiring…lovely scenery…”

SHELL SHOCK

THE BEACH HUT FILM

Honourable Mention
Drama over 30 minutes

Honourable Mention
Animation

Jury comments:

Jury comments:

“…very difficult story to tell…good choice of music…well
done…great suspense…good use of flashbacks…well
acted…well edited… amazing…excellent use of light, colour
and music…strong story line…realistic depiction…”

“…entertained…cute, creative and colourful…loved hearing
the voices of each of the children…nice use of voices…loved
the inclusiveness…funny…good mixture of photography and
animation…”

www.ptff.org
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TEETH THE MUSICAL
Award
Education

Honourable Mention
Education

Jury comments:

Jury comments:

“…well done…good script…well animated…fun and
educational…clever and engaging…enjoyed the music and
singing…fun, fun, fun…spunky… music was great…excellent
ideas for dental hygiene…”

“…explicit but educational and tasteful…it works beautifully…
a very clever and creative approach to a serious subject…all
the important stuff is covered…I loved this movie…
humourous and well done animation…”

NECESSARY GAMES

MY DREAM

Award
Performance under 30 minutes
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ABOUT SEX

Award
Performance over 30 minutes

Jury comments:

Jury comments:

“...very professionally done…floating indoor moves are
great…good ambience…interesting acting and editing…
intriguing performances…very creative interplay of
movement…excellent cinematography…high level of
technical skill…stunning…three pieces work together to make
an amazing landscape of dance…”

“…amazing…excellent…wow…beautiful, captivating and
inspirational…fantastic…brilliant what can I say...absolutely
stunning and beautiful…”

2011 Picture this...film festival

INVISIBLE VOICES
Honourable Mention
Performance over 30 minutes

Jury comments:
“…creative personal story-telling…good pacing…smooth
flow…changing perceptions of disability…lots of good facts…
well done technically too…wonderfully engaging…creative
performance…excellent timing…many stories told…”

www.ptff.org
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1277-PTFF-2011

“R” WORD, THE
TRT: 1:00:00
Country: Canada
Category: Doc >30

Filmmaker(s): Pierre Tetrault

This film documents the history and challenges faced by people with
disabilities, the injustices of the past and how they impact on the present
for people with disabilities seeking full inclusion in society and an end to
discrimination and marginalization. The stories are from across Canada
creating a mosaic of fascinating, courageous and intense stories.

1263-PTFF-2011

35 KM’S
TRT: 0:08:10
Country: Hungary
Category: Doc <10

Filmmaker(s): Vilmos Kerecsendy

The film is about my life. I play my own life. It is me who stars. The film tells
about a country boy—life is a minute—joy remains for long.

1264-PTFF-2011

ABOUT A BAND
TRT: 0:43:00
Country: Scotland
Category: Doc >30

Filmmaker(s): Robin Mitchell,
Jim Hickey

The Columcille Ceilidh Band in Edinburgh has members with and without
learning disabilities. The filmmakers follow the band playing at a variety of
venues in Scotland, as well as at workshops for people with learning
disabilities. The film shows how involvement in music can be inspiring and
that disability is no barrier to the enjoyment of the creative process.
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1249-PTFF-2011

ABOUT SEX
TRT: 0:10:31
Country: Czech Republic
Category: Edu 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Dlouha Bara,
Katerina Mikulcova

Petr and Eva are quite an ordinary couple, but they are preoccupied by
some concerns rather extraordinary for their age. Why is no one willing to
understand they have the right for privacy and they are not little children
anymore? The film takes those, who are often considered to be children
despite their real age and therefore do not have sufficient information or
education, through the pitfalls of sexuality and intimate relationships.

1222-PTFF-2011

ALL DAY
TRT: 0:10:57
Country: England
Category: Drama 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Nadia Nararajah

Rebecca and Aaron live next door and have waved at each other from
across the street but never met. At the café, they each tell their friends that
they are interested in one another but are too shy to meet as they both
assume the other is hearing. Neither of them realizes that they are both
Deaf! A romantic comedy in BSL.

1261-PTFF-2011

AND THE REST IS DRAG
TRT: 0:30:50
Country: Canada
Category: Doc 30 - 60

Filmmaker(s): Danielle Peers,
Melisa Brittain, Shani Mootoo

This film explores gender from the perspective of drag kings who
consciously and politically queer their gender, both on and off stage. Using
an eclectic mix of performance footage, still photography, and interviews
with members of the Alberta Beef Drag King Troupe, the film draws
audiences into the sexy, rebellious, and sometimes humorous world of
drag kinging.

1212-PTFF-2011

AQUARIUM
TRT: 0:17:00
Country: Norway
Category: Drama 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Bard Rossevold

Aquarium is a short film about a deaf and mute girl, Emma. She lives a
secluded life as an artist. One day during the burial ceremony of her
goldfish, she finds an unconscious young man in her backyard. Emma
brings him into her apartment to care for him. She starts to develop a
relationship with the unconscious man but when he wakes up, things do
not turn out as planned.

www.ptff.org
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1260-PTFF-2011

ASPERGER’S DIFFERENCE, THE
TRT: 0:27:03
Country: USA
Category: Edu 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Jamey Wolff,
Dr. Jane Nofer (writer)

This film follows three articulate young people with Asperger Syndrome: a
middle school, high school, and college student, as they navigate the
waters of their daily life and describe their experiences. The teens
represent a range of circumstances but share many of the common
challenges and strengths of individuals living with AS. These remarkable
adolescents provide a window into the often-overlooked strengths that can
accompany AS and discuss important issues of self-advocacy and
disclosure.
1282-PTFF-2011

BATHROOM MIRROR, THE
TRT: 0:03:00
Country: U.K.
Category: Edu <10

Filmmaker(s): Jessica
Cheeseman

The bathroom mirror is a silent film shot with an old super-8 camera. A
six-year-old boy with Autism is having his morning wash. The film is
attempting to illustrate how a mundane daily routine for most people, can
be fascinating and absorbing to someone who cannot communicate and
often finds the outside world confusing and frightening.

1217-PTFF-2011

BEACH HUT FILM
TRT: 0:03:04
Country: England
Category: Anim <10

Filmmaker(s): Ashley Middleton,
Maud Kanyangarara, Harry Conett,
Fionn Fitzsimons, Saul Balmer

This film is about a group of young people with learning disabilities going
to spend some time at their beach hut on Brighton sea front.

1206-PTFF-2011

BECOMING INDEPENDENT
TRT: 0:24:00
Country: Canada
Category: Edu 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Philip Burge, Reena
KuKreja

Becoming independent, which was shot over several years, honestly
explores three young adults' journey six years after graduation from high
school as they seek meaningful ways to participate in daily activities of
work, volunteer experiences, social and recreational pursuits.
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1265-PTFF-2011

BEING MARTIN
TRT: 0:10:33
Country: U.K.
Category: Doc 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Lou Hamilton

Martin Symons was born with two rare conditions; Klippel Feil Syndrome
and a Lust for Life. This uplifting and inspiring film follows him on his final
challenge in a tale of one man's battle to live life to the fullest.

1285-PTFF-2011

BEING UNDER WATER
TRT: 1:10:00
Country: Germany
Category: Doc >30

Filmmaker(s): Tanja Heller,
Tom Schneider, Conny Albrecht,
Christina Baacke

How does a youth live, who for years hasn't seen an image, hasn't heard
a sound? Edi was just seven-years old and a healthy boy, when the first
symptoms of the rare neuropathic disease made themselves felt. He lost
his eyesight and his hearing. The illness, which entered the family
existence out of the blue, shapes Edi’s life and that of his mother.

www.ptff.org
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1205-PTFF-2011

BERNARDINO
TRT: 0:25:05
Country: USA
Category: Doc 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Sue May

Bernardino features a hardworking 56-year-old Mexican man living near
downtown Los Angeles. He was born with disabilities and has a large
noticeable hump on his back. He also has major health issues, yet works
eight to ten hours per day, six days per week. The heart of his story is
courage, family, community, interdependence and most importantly selfacceptance.

1209-PTFF-2011

BEST INTEREST
TRT: 0:17:12
Country: England
Category: Edu 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): JUMP Cuts

This film follows three character's interweaving stories as they battle with
issues of capacity concerning learning disability, mental illness and
dementia.

1262-PTFF-2011

BIG DAY, THE
TRT: 0:11:22
Country: Hungary
Category: Drama 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Gabor Sebo

This short is about three mentally ill friends who get together in an
apartment belonging to one of them. They get ready for their final big day.
They change into "normal," which confuses them much more than before.
The film analyzes the question, “Who has the right to say who is crazy and
normal?”

1286-PTFF-2011

BLIND MAN WALKING
TRT: 0:53:00
Country: Ireland
Category: Doc >30

Filmmaker(s): Ross Whitaker

At the age of 22, Mark Pollock, a handsome young athlete and academic,
suddenly lost his sight. He was plunged into darkness and depression but
rebuilt his life over the next ten years. On the tenth anniversary year of his
sight loss, he takes on the toughest challenge of his life in attempting to
become the first blind person to race to the South Pole. This documentary
follows Mark for the anniversary year. What unfolds is a highly personal,
often emotional and ultimately uplifting story told against the epic
backdrop of the Antarctic.
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1287-PTFF-2011

BOUNDLESS
TRT: 0:17:24
Country: Australia
Category: Drama 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Steve Kanaris

Craig is a 35 year-old man with Down Syndrome who still lives with his
parents. He is single and doesn't work, drive or have a girlfriend. Craig
wants to be a businessman, and with his almost super strength ability to
imagine, he lives that dream everyday...until, one day Craig's imagination
decides that it's time to make it all a reality.

1214-PTFF-2011

BREAKING THE SILENCE
TRT: 0:17:49
Country: Australia
Category: Edu 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Sarah Barton

Breaking the silence shows the creator of facilitated communication
working with three children who have never spoken before. Rosemary
Crossley is a wonderful advocate for people who can't speak. This is a
short film to introduce people to the idea of what is possible but fascinating
nonetheless.

1228-PTFF-2011

BUTTERFLY WINGS
TRT: 0:48:00
Country: India
Category: Drama >30

Filmmaker(s): Sanjay Arora

Neha Bhatia, free-spirited and fun loving is in an accident, leaving her with
a severe brain stem injury. Thus begins the journey of her recovery,
unexpected but not impossible. A journey explores the unconditional love
of her sister Ayesha.

1251-PTFF-2011

CONNECTIONS
TRT: 0:11:53
Country: Czech Republic
Category: Doc 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Lenka Vochocova,
Marketa Zamostna, Katerina
Mikulcova

Five people with learning disabilities express their feelings, opinions and
experiences in the area of relationships and sexuality, an area often still
considered as inappropriate or even restricted to them.
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1243-PTFF-2011

CRUTCH
TRT: 0:09:24
Country: USA
Category: Drama <10

Filmmaker(s): Erin Van Dyke

A story of inner conflict and self-discovery, Crutch is a short film that
follows a handicapped 20-year old who struggles to find a balance
between caring for his emotionally dependent family and pursuing his own
dreams of independence and fulfillment.

1284-PTFF-2011

DANDELION
TRT: 0:02:00
Country: USA
Category: Anim <10

Filmmaker(s): Jim Minton

Dandelion is based on a poem written by filmmaker Jim Minton's niece,
Heather Minton. Heather is a counselor for college-bound students just
starting her professional career. The poem's significance is that both she
and her younger sister, Tara were born with Cerebral Palsy. The poem
takes on a very supernatural personality as the flower speaks with a
human voice of fragility, while still the hopeful and beautiful weed.

www.ptff.org
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1223-PTFF-2011

DEAF LIFE, A
TRT: 0:09:39
Country: England
Category: Drama 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Jonathan Reid

A Deaf life shows the bitter-sweetness of Deaf culture through one man's
memories in a comedy where the same actor, Matt Kirby, plays all the
major roles.

1269-PTFF-2011

DEAF RELAY: AT YOUR SERVICE
TRT: 0:04:00
Country: USA
Category: Drama <10

Filmmaker(s): Diane Wilkins,
Jeanette Castillo, Joshua Potter,
Donna Marie Nudd, Terry Galloway

Deaf relay uses parody to look at the high-tech critical communications
service provided to the Deaf or hard-of-hearing. It is all about service as
these tireless operations provide uncensored, 24-hour-per day assistance
to our fellow citizens. Just remember, a call from the Deaf Relay Service
might just be the most exciting call of the day!

Our executive suites offer all the amenities that travelers have
come to expect from hotel accommodations. We care for our
guests in thoughtful, personal ways to create a comfortable
environment where you can feel at home. Enjoy our extended
stay accommodations for either a few nights or a few months.
Stay with us and you will enjoy:
- bright spacious suites
- convenience of full-size kitchens
- complimentary wired and Wi-Fi connectivity
- the value of extended stay

The location of our downtown hotel offers you a wonderful
assortment of Calgary attractions just outside your front door.
Regency Suites Hotel Calgary
610 4th Avenue SW, Calgary, Alberta, T2P 0K1
Phone 1-403-231-1000 Fax 1-403-231-1012
1-800-468-4044
Email: info@regencycalgary.com
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1273-PTFF-2011

DIFFERENT KIND OF NORMAL, A
TRT: 1:20:00
Country: Australia
Category: Doc >30

Filmmaker(s): Veronica Wain

An intimate autobiographical documentary following filmmaker Veronica
Wain as she embraces life as a single mother when her youngest child
Allycia is born with a rare chromosome condition, Chromosome 18. Told
there were only a handful of people living with the condition their 10-year
search leads them to the U.S.A. where they meet their international
community.

DISASTERABILITIES: SPECIAL NEEDS FOR SPECIAL TIMES
TRT: 0:06:10
Country: USA
Category: Drama <10

1272-PTFF-2011
Filmmaker(s): Sam Atwood,
Terry Galloway, Carrie Sandahl,
Diane Wilkins, Donna Marie Nudd

Disasterabilities is a parody of a corporate training film that argues that
working together, you and your special-needs employees can turn an
emergency into a tragedy in three easy steps.

DISCERNING DISABILITIES (NORMAL)
TRT: 0:30:00
Country: USA
Category: Doc 10 - 30

1238-PTFF-2011
Filmmaker(s): Thea St. Omer

A weaving together of interviews from those who speak of autism, cerebral
palsy, substance abuse, HIV/AIDS, impotence, infertility, ADD, mental
illness, colour blindness, deafness and more. The film suggests there is
more to be known about people with (and without) 'disabilities' than the
general public might gleam at first glance. Participants speak for
themselves to dispel commonly held assumptions of disability.

1274-PTFF-2011

DOUBLY VULNERABLE
TRT: 0:19:00
Country: Sweden
Category: Drama 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Kristina Meiton

Angelica meets a man who promises her the sun and moon. She falls
deeply in love and doesn't notice how their relationship gradually changes,
how she sees less and less of her friends and her parents, how violence
becomes part of her everyday life. Then one day her best friend shows up
on her doorstep...

www.ptff.org
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1237-PTFF-2011

ALI
TRT: 0:05:06
Country: Scotland
Category: Doc <10

Filmmaker(s): Dr. Shamaela Munir

In a clear-cut and compassionate manner, Dr. Munir sympathetically
presents an insight into the care of her younger brother Ali, who has
learning difficulties.

1245-PTFF-2011

ELGO
TRT: 0:20:57
Country: Canada
Category: Perf 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Jason Chapman,
Brett Le May, Chris Walker

In this comical fantasy, just before a royal wedding, an otherwise peaceful
kingdom is turned upside down by the appearance of a foreigner. He goes
by the name Evil Guy but his true name is Elgo. He demands the return of
his family's sea gem, which was taken from him during his childhood.

1227-PTFF-2011

ENCOURAGE, AND I CAN
TRT: 0:32:00
Country: Cambodia and U.K.
Category: Doc >30

Filmmaker(s): Elspeth Waldie

Chakriya is a young and determined disabled woman who longs for a
fulfilling life. Her dreams start to become reality when she meets two
especially talented dancers.

The creative team of
Andrea and Peter Tombrowski
editing publishing writing graphic design photography videography video editing filmmaking consulting
Writing services for personal and professional
projects, including books, manuscripts, reports,
manuals, articles and scripts.

www.simplersearch.ca
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END OF THE WORLD ACCORDING TO THE RAM
TRT: 0:04:37
Country: Czech Republic
Category: Perf <10

1252-PTFF-2011
Filmmaker(s): Jaromir Plachy

A story about a naughty ram who destroys everything.

1235-PTFF-2011

FORCED STERILIZATION
TRT: 0:21:00
Country: Austria
Category: Doc 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Dr. Verena
Krausneker, Katharina Schalber

When in 1938 Austria turned National Socialist, everybody who was
suspected of "hereditary Deafness" was forcefully sterilized. Second and
third generation Deaf are therefore rare in Austria today and sterilized
older members of the small Deaf community rarely sign about their terrible
experiences. Deaf eyewitnesses related their memories for this
documentary and explain what the Nazi rule meant for Deaf individuals.
The film is entirely in Austrian Sign Language with English subtitles.

1221-PTFF-2011

GAME OF LIFE
TRT: 0:16:28
Country: England
Category: Drama 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Nick Sturley

A lighthearted comedy with a devilish twist. Four Deaf poker players are
waiting for the dealer to arrive for their usual poker game. However, a
mysterious Deaf stranger, Luc, arrives to take the usual dealers place. Luc
appears to judge each stranger in turn, and has an uncanny ability for
poker.

www.thedudescreenprinting.com
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1204-PTFF-2011

GIRL IN THE BOX, THE
TRT: 0:06:45
Country: Spain
Category: Doc <10

Filmmaker(s): Matt Dickinson

Aurora Segura Oms is 31 years old and lives in Barcelona. Blind since the
age of three, she works selling lottery tickets in a kiosk of ONCE, a charity
for the blind.

1220-PTFF-2011

GO AHEAD
TRT: 0:16:07
Country: England
Category: Drama 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Edward Evans

Jack is a twenty-something guy who is not very happy with life. He just
exists, not appreciating what he has. That is until he receives an
unexpected package containing an old minicom, and meets a mysterious
stranger who is desperate to help him.

1257-PTFF-2011

GOOD EYE AND BAD EYE
TRT: 0:01:00
Country: Canada
Category: Doc <10

Filmmaker(s): Kathy M. Austin

Doctors and family members always referred to Kathy's right eye as her
"good eye" and her left as her "bad eye.” With legal blindness her reality,
Kathy wears a big head costume she created. She uses her hands to
move the paper mache eyes to describe one aspect of her blindness.

Vern Reynolds-Braun
Productions for a diverse community
www.vernrb.com
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1213-PTFF-2011

HEARTS
TRT: 1:00:00
Country: Norway
Category: Doc >30

Filmmaker(s): Oyvind Sandberg

Hearts follows Kare Morten (Watne), who is a person with Down
Syndrome, and his girlfriend Maybritt (Stusdal Matre). They are going to
get married but Kare does not always remember to wear his ring...

1250-PTFF-2011

HOW ALES MET HARRY POTTER
TRT: 0:2:57
Country: Czech Republic
Category: Anim <10

Filmmaker(s): Ales Koudela

A fantastic journey of Ales and Harry to outer space and back.

1279-PTFF-2011

HOW MUCH LOVE
TRT: 0:53:00
Country: Israel
Category: Doc >30

Filmmaker(s): Kineret Hay-Gillor

Carmel was once a promising athlete. Today, due to progressive muscular
dystrophy, he runs a small shop with sports equipment. His wife Sara
helps him with everyday chores. The film's author, Kineret Hay-Gillor,
portraying the struggles of her parents with her father's illness, draws a
poignant picture, touching the topic of human devotion and love.

1254-PTFF-2011

I AM AMPUTEE COLOGNE
TRT: 0:06:36
Country: Sierra Leone,
Switzerland
Category: Doc <10

Filmmaker(s): Brigitte Uttar
Kornetzky, Magpie Dream Pictures

No money, no help, rebels cut off a leg in the war. What to do? Sierra
Leonean war victims play football.

www.ptff.org
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1218-PTFF-2011

ICE CREAM FILM
TRT: 0:03:33
Country: England
Category: Anim <10

Filmmaker(s): Chelsea Bosworth,
Chay Watts, Ryan O'Donoghue,
Merlin Burrows, Sollu Yanez, Amy

This film is about a group of young people with learning disabilities eating
ice cream in a café and what the ice cream makes them think about.

1246-PTFF-2011

INVISIBLE VOICES
TRT: 1:33:00
Country: USA
Category: Doc >30

Filmmaker(s): Ping Chong
(Director), Randy Dipner (Producer)

Six people. Three use wheelchairs. One has a service dog. One uses sign
language. One has no apparent disability. This is the cast of Invisible
voices, six individuals living with various disabilities, each with their own
unique perspective, weaving a tapestry of a story. These voices are
happy, confident, challenging. They provide a window into the complex
worlds of individuals who adapt and thrive with their disabilities.

For more information go to www.acds.ca
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1289-PTFF-2011

JUST BECAUSE
TRT: 0:16:00
Country: Canada
Category: Doc 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Paula Kaston

A short documentary about Aaron, a 25-year-old man with Autism, and his
journey as a drummer.

1266-PTFF-2011

LEAVE THEM LAUGHING
TRT: 1:28:00
Country: USA
Category: Doc >30

Filmmaker(s): John Zaritsky,
Montana Berg

Once a nationally known performer of ballads, skits and self-parody, now
fated by Lou Gehrig's Disease to die within a year, the remarkable Carla
Zilbersmith will leave a teen-aged son, fans and students who adore her.
This ninety-minute, pre-mortem retrospective of a life lived fully but far too
fast, with verve, wit and insight, Carla perseveres through each set back,
bolstered by family and friends and especially son Maclen, who is wise
beyond his years and her most ingenious collaborator.

1280-PTFF-2011

LEAVING THE MAGIC FOREST
TRT: 0:44:30
Country: Germany
Category: Perf >30

Filmmaker(s): Miriam Jakobs,
Gerhard Schick

Far out in a well-hidden forest, under the care of a noble king, live the
people of the elves. One day, the elves leave the forest to enter the world
of human beings. They encounter hitherto unknown challenges: having to
look for work, deciding how to live, reading timetables and finding the love
of their lives. Suddenly, their days are full of obstacles and difficult
situations. The magic powers will not help them, or will they?

1234-PTFF-2011

LET ME IN
TRT: 0:10:00
Country: U.K.
Category: Anim 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Neil Webber

Four learning-disabled adults are comfortable spending time in their own
homes when suddenly there is a knock on the door…These brilliantly
surreal and evocative stories were created by learning-disabled artists and
include visits by a beautiful barmaid, a riot squad and a horse!

www.ptff.org
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1219-PTFF-2011

LET’S PLAY BOCCIA
TRT: 0:14:03
Country: Canada
Category: Doc 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Angelina Cantada

This film is a glimpse into the lives of three Canadian Paralympics
athletes. For Paul, Alison and Caroline, boccia is more than just a sport, it
is an escape from the real world; a way to nurture the competitive spirit
and a chance to show the world what people with disabilities can do.

1229-PTFF-2011

LIFE LESS ORDINARY, A
TRT: 0:23:22
Country: Australia
Category: Doc 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Michael Ciccone,
William Gunn

A life less ordinary sets out to provide a tool towards achieving early
intervention; to give parents a playbook on the long and rigorous journey,
but also to show them that there is hope that with the right help, and with
the right approach, their children can get better.
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MAKING OF THEATRE: AN ACTOR’S JOURNEY, THE
TRT: 0:30:39
Country: U.K.
Category: Doc 10 - 30

1283-PTFF-2011
Filmmaker(s): Open Theare

This documentary introduces the Shysters, an ensemble company of
actors with learning disabilities, as they begin to develop their next theatre
production. The film is an insight into their unique aesthetic and inventive
imagination as ideas for character and plot emerge during the rehearsal
process. A toxic combination of pain, anger, rejection and marginalization
unfolds through an actor's journey towards character creation and the
making of theatre.

1225-PTFF-2011

ME AND MY WHACKY DOCTOR
TRT: 0:11:28
Country: England
Category: Drama 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Edward Evans

A silent comedy, which follows the experience of a Deaf patient as he tries
to get his DLA form signed by his doctor. What should be a simple trip to
the doctor's becomes a challenge as the crazy doctor tries to prove that
the Deaf patient can actually hear using antiquated and strange medical
techniques!

1275-PTFF-2011

MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE
TRT: 0:45:22
Country: Norway/USA
Category: Doc >30

Filmmaker(s): Hap Kindem

Anne-Mette Bredahl has overcome many obstacles in her amazing life.
She became blind in her early 20's and survived a rare and potentially fatal
illness in her 40's. Never having skied before she went blind, Anne-Mette
became a Paralympic gold medalist for Denmark in the biathlon and
Nordic skiing and competed in the 2010 Paralympics in Vancouver,
despite her illness. Excelling in life and sport, her resilience and
perseverance are sources of inspiration to others.

1203-PTFF-2011

MORTICIA
TRT: 1:10:00
Country: Scotland
Category: Drama >30

Filmmaker(s): Nabil Shaban

Set in the gothic city of Edinburgh, a contemporary tale of a little girl,
christened Kylie but preferring to be called Morticia, who has only one
ambition-to be a vampire.

www.ptff.org
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1240-PTFF-2011

MOTHERSBANE
TRT: 0:11:30
Country: USA
Category: Doc 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Jason Jakaitis

Mothersbane is a personal documentary that explores the filmmaker's
ambivalent relationship to his mother's physical disabilities and chronicles
his attempts to be at peace with her suffering and disfigurement.

1210-PTFF-2011

MRS. SPARKLE
TRT: 0:04:19
Country: England
Category: Perf <10

Filmmaker(s): Matthew Hellet

Matthew is walking to the shops at night feeling unhappy. He passes a
doorway and is beckoned inside by a hand. He enters the doorway. The
person who beckoned him in is nowhere to be seen, but there is a lit stage.
Matthew looks around but can't find anyone. He steps up to the stage and
everything changes. But is it real or is it a dream?

1239-PTFF-2011

MY DREAM
TRT: 1:33:00
Country: China
Category: Perf >30

Filmmaker(s): Wang Honghai
(Dir), Tai Lihua (Prod)

My dream is a documentary based on the rehearsals and performance of
China Disabled People's Performing Art Troup. The troup caters to the
needs and aspirations of the disabled and showcases the extraordinary
talents they possess in dance, music, singing, and drama. All the
performers and those providing dubbing are either hearing impaired,
visually impaired or have physical disabilities.

Calgary Heritage Lions Club
Vision Statement
To be the global leader in community and humanitarian
service.
Mission Statement
To empower volunteers to serve their communities, meet
humanitarian needs, encourage peace and promote
international understanding through Lions clubs.
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1226-PTFF-2011

MY TOMORROW (MAWA LANGA)
TRT: 0:51:00
Country: Malawi and U.K.
Category: Drama >30

Filmmaker(s): Colin Stevens,
Elspeth Waldie

The dreams of Tobias and Effie are threatened, and Effie is in very real
danger. Can the two children overcome the challenges that confront them?

1268-PTFF-2011

NECESSARY GAMES
TRT: 0:19:30
Country: Australia
Category: Perf 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Philip Channells,
Closer Productions

A triptych of short dance films investigating our human need to connect.

1276-PTFF-2011

NEW BEST FRIEND
TRT: 0:10:43
Country: U.K./Denmark
Category: Doc 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Estephan Wagner

John has been blind for 12 years. His guide-dog Volley is his best friend.
Now John has to overcome an immense change in life. Volley is too old to
go on working. He has to train a new guide dog, a great challenge of trust
and friendship. Can he make a new best friend in two weeks?

1207-PTFF-2011

NO PITY
TRT: 0:18:47
Country: USA
Category: Edu 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Drew Morton
Goldsmith

For decades, charities portrayed people with disabilities as pitiable.
Although the 1980's disability-rights movement appeared to end such
denigrating depictions, contemporary fundraising for autism has
regressed to pity-based tactics. Teenage filmmaker and disability selfadvocate, Drew Morton Goldsmith, vividly portrays self-advocates'
empowered response.
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1288-PTFF-2011

ONE DAY IN THE LIFE
TRT: 0:17:00
Country: USA
Category: Drama 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Henry Mayers

Jessica comes home; she has gone through a tough decision to abort her
child. In the course of her day, she is faced with not only why she chose
to have an abortion but also what lead to that choice. Jessica discovers
what the consequences of those choices are and learns to deal with them.

1255-PTFF-2011

PAQUITA AND EVERYTHING ELSE
TRT: 0:54:00
Country: Spain
Category: Doc >30

Filmmaker(s): David Moncasi

"He suffers because he sees he is not like others. He has never worked,
never had a girlfriend…his impoverishes life feels unfortunate. I would
prefer seeing him dead before through living like that." A mother. A grey
life. One camera.

www.ptff.org
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1233-PTFF-2011

PHOTOGRAPH, THE
TRT: 0:06:54
Country: Ireland
Category: Drama <10

Filmmaker(s): Stephen C.
Kennedy

The photograph is a seven-minute film in black and white. It looks at young
love, and the bad moods that sometimes screw it up. It is set in present
day Dublin, Ireland and stars Seamus Brennan and Lorna Quinn. The film
is written and directed by Stephen Kennedy who is partially sighted.

1230-PTFF-2011

PIANO, THE
TRT: 0:06:15
Country: U.K.
Category: Drama <10

Filmmaker(s): Earthbeat Theatre
Company

Instead of producing musical notes, a church piano produces bizarre
animal sounds. A couple of inept repairmen succeed in blowing the piano
to smithereens and are forced to provide wedding music in a most unusual
manner.

POP (GUYS): PROTECTING THE DISABILITY COMMUNITY
TRT: 0:15:23
Country: USA
Category: Edu 10 - 30

1236-PTFF-2011
Filmmaker(s): Schwab
Rehabilitation Hospital, FRI
Productions Inc.

VOICES/VOCES is a Centre for Disease Control intervention promoting,
through education, safe sexual behaviour. Participants gain skills and
confidence by seeing people like themselves engaging in healthy
behaviours. We developed a project that is professional yet authentic to
the population we serve. The language and situations were evaluated to
ensure they "feel real" to the hospital's outpatients yet also appeal to a
larger disability audience.

The creative team of
Andrea and Peter Tombrowski
editing publishing writing graphic design photography videography video editing filmmaking consulting
Graphic design services - including layout and
illustrations - for advertising, web, manuscripts
and books.

www.simplersearch.ca
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PROFESSOR RINGER ANSWERS YOUR QUESTIONS ON ETHICS
TRT: 0:05:00
Country: USA
Category: Drama <10

1271-PTFF-2011

Filmmaker(s): Derek Barton,
Donna Marie Nudd, Diane Wilkins,
Danielle Holbrook

Professor Saul Ringer takes on the tricky topic of ethics and euthanasia.
In an easy-to-follow lesson, the professor shows us the proper way for
deciding when and if our loved ones need to be ushered out of existence.

1258-PTFF-2011

REAL WITCH
TRT: 0:04:00
Country: Canada
Category: Doc <10

Filmmaker(s): Kathy M. Austin

Dressed in her witch costume, artist Kathy M. Austin answers questions
posed by a "witch" friend exploring the notion that if any kind of witch
hysteria flared up again, most women would be suspect. Kathy explains
what characteristics women accused of witchcraft in the past possessed
and how modern females compare to them.

1247-PTFF-2011

REFLECTIONS ON A PROMISE
TRT: 0:22:00
Country: USA
Category: Doc 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Ping Chong
(Director), Randy Dipner (Producer)

Twenty years ago thousands rejoiced when the Americans with Disability
Act (ADA) was signed into law. Growing from the civil rights movement,
the ADA is a comprehensive mandate against discrimination on the basis
of disability. Reflections on a promise examines the history of the
movement, what the Act has accomplished, and how all Americans can
help build on its successes. Reflections on a promise features eloquent
commentary from some of America's foremost disability rights advocates.

Fraternal Order of Eagles
This international, non-profit organization unites
fraternally in the spirit of liberty, truth, justice, and
equality, to make human life more desirable by
lessening its ills, and by promoting peace,
prosperity, gladness and hope.
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1267-PTFF-2011

ROLLING NIGHT ATTACK
TRT: 0:19:34
Country: Canada
Category: Drama 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Sean Dwyer,
Philippe Pepin

An agent (Norm) goes to see his old partner (Ray), who has been in hiding
for a long time, to tell him he is needed at the agency. Ray had an accident
resulting in him using a wheelchair and losing his motivation for life until
his house is broken into in the night. Ray and Norm are back in action and
Ray hasn't lost any of his original fervour for taking out the villains.

1242-PTFF-2011

ROSE, THE
TRT: 0:19:34
Country: Canada
Category: Drama 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Tania Goodwin

When you're afraid to change, there comes a time when you’re forced to.
Tragedy strikes and a permanent disability results. You meet those that
hardly walk or talk and suddenly you are sickened with hate, but when they
respond with unconditional love, your perception changes. Karla finds
refuge after rehab with the wonderful support of family, friends and the
disability community.

1248-PTFF-2011

SACRED GROVE (DEVRAI)
TRT: 1:57:00
Country: India
Category: Drama >30

Filmmaker(s): Schizophrenia
Awareness Association, K.S. Wani
Memorial Trust

A story unfolds of a man with schizophrenia. One enters into his mind and
travels with him into the broken reality while the past unfolds as fragments
of his memories. His own struggle, and the compassion of his caregivers,
brings meaning to his life once again. It operates on the theme of a family
coming to terms with the disease and learning to live with it. This film
demystifies schizophrenia giving it a human face.

SCAF: INCLUSION THROUGH THE ARTS
TRT: 0:23:42
Country: USA
Category: Edu 10 - 30

1244-PTFF-2011
Filmmaker(s): Ramon Hamilton

This film highlights and profiles the Special Children Art Foundation, an
organization that fosters hope, self-esteem and community integration by
providing children with special needs, their families and mainstream
community members, the opportunity to engage in a socially inclusive
mural arts project.
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1202-PTFF-2011

SHAPE UP
TRT: 0:19:00
Country: England
Category: Edu 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): JUMP Cuts

A film about healthy eating exploring the problems some people face with
trying to eat healthier. The stories are taken from the actors’ own
experiences.

1215-PTFF-2011

SHARING OUR STORY
TRT: 0:34:00
Country: Australia
Category: Doc >30

Filmmaker(s): Sarah Barton

Sharing our story revisited returns to the five families filmed seven years
ago by Sarah Barton. It was produced for families, as well as to help
professionals to understand what family life is like.

1241-PTFF-2011

SHELL SHOCK
TRT: 1:15:00
Country: U.K.
Category: Drama >30

Filmmaker(s): James Price

Tom was a soldier. Whilst serving, soldiers under his command go
missing. What he finds in the search for them will haunt him forever.
Unable to handle his former life and suffering from post traumatic stress
disorder, his search for isolation leads him to Tokyo. Amongst the debris
of his existence, he finds a chance for salvation, but as past and present
collide, he realizes he can't run from his future.

The creative team of
Andrea and Peter Tombrowski
editing publishing writing graphic design photography videography video editing filmmaking consulting

Videography and video editing services for
special events and corporate functions.

www.simplersearch.ca
www.ptff.org
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1281-PTFF-2011

STILL STANDING
TRT: 0:56:00
Country: India
Category: Doc >30

Filmmaker(s): Pankaj Johar

Still standing is an awe-inspiring story of courage, determination and the
unbreakable spirit of a man who defied all odds after doctors pronounced
him 100% disabled. Paralyzed from the neck down and bedridden for the
last 24 years, Rajinder Johar has been helping other disabled people
stand on their feet and become self reliant.

STORY OF A BOY, A GIRL AND HER CAT, A
TRT: 0:03:09
Country: Czech Republic
Category: Anim <10

1253-PTFF-2011
Filmmaker(s): Josef Fojt

A boy with a learning disability, his female friend and one hungry cat in a
story about friendship and love.

1231-PTFF-2011

STORY OF THE BEATLES, THE
TRT: 0:02:30
Country: U.K.
Category: Anim <10

Filmmaker(s): Hughie McIntyre,
Lain Piercy

An animated short film telling the story of the rise and fall of the Beatles the world's most successful pop band.

1208-PTFF-2011

SUCK IT UP PRINCESS
TRT: 0:47:44
Country: Canada
Category: Doc >30

Filmmaker(s): Nina Beveridge,
Susan Nation

Renee Rodriguez is a young website designer, moderator, reporter,
charity organizer and has congenital muscular dystrophy.
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1201-PTFF-2011

TEETH THE MUSICAL
TRT: 0:13:23
Country: England
Category: Edu 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): JUMP Cuts

An animated musical about oral hygiene. Freddie runs away in fear from
a visit to the dentist after he sees all the posters of rotting teeth on the wall.
His teeth start singing to him: "Attention, attention, this is your teeth,
talking to you from your mouth."

1256-PTFF-2011

TYPE OF REALITY, A
TRT: 0:01:00
Country: Canada
Category: Doc <10

Filmmaker(s): Kathy M. Austin

Looking back to 1987, when a writer became confused after losing a
button on a bus. She started to question whether she was living her fiction
while at the same time the fiction she composed at her typewriter seemed
real.

We are committed to serving the
Calgary area with the highest
quality silk screen printing.
Unlike our
includes:

competitors

this

Small orders (10 minimum)
Quick turn-around
(1-2 weeks once art finalized)
No hidden charges
Quality work at an affordable
price
If you are sick of the headaches
associated with other silk
screen companies in town, give
us a call and we will do
everything to restore your faith
in the industry.

www.ptff.org
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1224-PTFF-2011

VANISHING
TRT: 0:12:22
Country: England
Category: Drama 10 - 30

Filmmaker(s): Edward Evans

Five people wake up in an office that is in disarray. They are disorientated,
trapped and remember little. They decide to explore escape routes when
suddenly one of the five disappears, leaving the remaining four worried
and confused. Where did they go?

1270-PTFF-2011

VERY SPECIAL FORCES
TRT: 0:04:10
Country: USA
Category: Drama <10

Filmmaker(s): Jeanette Castillo,
Sam Atwood

The U.S. Military may be missing out on an opportunity to recruit some
new soldiers with very special abilities! A combination of live action and
animation, this short takes a satirical look at the call to serve.

VOICE OF 650 MILLION TIMES ONE, THE
TRT: 0:35:00
Country: Netherlands
Category: Doc >30

1211-PTFF-2011
Filmmaker(s): Marijn Poels

The World Health Organization estimates that worldwide the overall
number of people with disabilities is around 650 million. Inspiring people
living with disabilities in Asia and Africa are shown in this film, highlighting
their world of exclusion regarding sexuality, HIV and reproductive health.
It is a courageous story of those who have been forgotten in the race of
humanity.
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Accessible Media Inc. (AMI) is a not-for-profit multimedia organization
operating two broadcast services, VoicePrint and The Accessible
Channel – TACtv, and their companion websites. AMI serves more
than five million Canadians who are blind, with low vision, printrestricted, deaf or hearing-impaired, learning disabled, mobility
impaired, in need of literacy skills or learning English as a second
language, by making content accessible.
VoicePrint, operated by Accessible Media Inc.
(AMI), is the world’s largest broadcast reading
service that can be accessed on cable, on
satellite and online www.voiceprintcanada.com.
Daily, our volunteers read and record full text
spoken-word versions of current articles from
leading newspapers and magazines, making
local, regional, national and international news
and information accessible. VoicePrint staff and
volunteers produce and broadcast more than
125 hours of new programming every week.

TACtv, operated by Accessible Media Inc.
(AMI), is a national digital television network
broadcasting popular movies and TV shows.
TACtv is the first and only network to broadcast
all programs with closed captioning and open
description. Settings do not need to be adjusted
to activate the description. Described video
provides a voice overlay to the program audio
track, which describes key visual elements not
apparent in the original sound track. To blind
and low-vision Canadians, it is the equivalent of
closed captioning. More information is available
at www.tactv.ca

www.accessiblemedia.com

1216-PTFF-2011

WE CAN SHINE
TRT: 0:57:00
Country: USA
Category: Doc >30

Filmmaker(s): Adrian Esposito

In his search to understand his own disability, Asperger's Syndrome,
21-year-old Rochester, N.Y. filmmaker, Adrian Esposito, explores what it
would have been like for him had he been born in 1944. The film interlaces
footage by reporter Geraldo Rivera from 1972 at Willowbrook State School
with contemporary interviews with survivors and self-advocates.

WHEN ASPIRATIONS TRANSCEND THE SKY
TRT: 0:30:00
Country: India
Category: Doc 10 - 30

1278-PTFF-2011
Filmmaker(s): Maharashtra Seva
Samiti Organization

A documentary about an organization, run by a woman who is also
paraplegic, that is helping physically disabled people. She looks for their
abilities and helps them to discover their full potential and to participate
fully in the general population.

1259-PTFF-2011

WHERE DO WE BELONG?
TRT: 0:08:22
Country: Canada
Category: Edu <10

Filmmaker(s): Mary-Rose Salvani

This film talks about why it is important to belong and how we can help
people with disabilities to belong in our society.

1232-PTFF-2011

YOUNG AT HEART
TRT: 0:02:00
Country: U.K.
Category: Anim <10

Filmmaker(s): Doreen Kay,
Lain Piercy

A pop video exploring the words and imagery of the famous 80's pop hit
Young at Heart by the Scottish pop band the Bluebells.
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lasting
contributions
that make
a difference

The Suncor Energy Foundation is a private,
non-profit, charitable foundation established by
Suncor Energy Inc. in 1998 to receive Suncor’s
contributions and support registered Canadian
charitable organizations. The Foundation
complements other forms of community
investments by Suncor, such as product or
in-kind contributions, sponsorships, and
employee giving and volunteer efforts.
Funded entirely by Suncor, the Foundation’s
funding
priorities
are
educational,
environmental and community-based initiatives
that are aligned with Suncor’s key operating
communities. The Foundation seeks unique
opportunities to enhance the quality of life in
those communities and to add value through
effective collaborations.

Thank you t
sponsors
The Blackfoot Inn

5940 Blackfoot Tr. SE
Calgary, Alberta
CANADA T2H 2B5

www.blackfootinn.com
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to all our

www.ptff.org

Picture
this...
f i l m
f e s t i v a l

international
d i s a b i l i t y
film festiva l

glasswaters
foundation

www.glasswaters.ca
www.ptff.org
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NOTES (OR AUTOGRAPHS:)

Enjoy the
festival!

